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三、四个重要的⽅向

四、总结和展望



内在关联、互补验证

CEPC/LHC⼀圈 
⽔平上的对撞机信号

天琴/LISA 
相变引⼒波 

（精确预⾔）
宇宙正反物质 

不对称性的起源

早期宇宙、原初磁场、
⾼能标物理(中微⼦)过

程、额外维等 

新的暗物质探测⽅法; 
新的暗物质产⽣机制

Higgs物理（势函数的形状）、Z-pole物理、TeV新物理

     理论动机



电弱相变、TeV相变      
（宇宙正反物质不对称
性的起源、暗物质）:
天琴/太极/LISA

QCD 相变(暗物质)：SKA/FAST

credit:D.Baumann
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相变引⼒波简介

Xiao Wang, FPH, Xinmin Zhang, JCAP05(2020)045



Xiao Wang, FPH, Xinmin Zhang, JCAP05(2020)045

Gravitational wave (GW) from a strong first-order phase transition (SFOPT)

Electroweak phase transition GW  becomes  more interesting and realistic  
after the discovery of Higgs by LHC and GW  by LIGO.



GW signals from SFOPT
Bubble collisions

Turbulence

Sound wave

E. Witten, Phys. Rev. D 30, 272 (1984) 
C. J. Hogan, Phys. Lett. B 133, 172 (1983);  
M. Kamionkowski, A. Kosowsky and M. S. Turner, Phys. Rev. D 49, 2837 (1994))Mark Hindmarsh, et al., PRL 112, 
041301 (2014); Lots of unlisted papers.
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相变动⼒学、相变引⼒波精确预⾔

There are many difficult but interesting directions  

1.Daisy resummation problem: Pawani scheme vs. Arnold scheme 
2.Gauge dependence problem: see Michael J. Ramsey-Musolf’s works 

3.No perturbative calculations:lattice calculations and 
dim-reduction method：by D. Weir, Michael J. Ramsey-Musolf et.al  

4.Reliable calculations of bubble wall velocity 
Xiao Wang, FPH, Xinmin Zhang,arXiv:2011.12903, 
S. H¨oche, J. Kozaczuk, A. J. Long, J. Turner and Y. Wang，arXiv:2007.10343， 
Avi Friedlander, Ian Banta, James M. Cline, David Tucker-Smith，arXiv:2009.14295v2  

5.GW spectra prediction for ultra-supercooling 
6.energy budget during phase transition 
Xiao Wang,FPH and Xinmin Zhang, arXiv:2010.13770  
F. Giese, T. Konstandin, K. Schmitz and J. van de Vis,arXiv:2010.09744

https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Friedlander%2C+A
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Banta%2C+I
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Cline%2C+J+M
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Tucker-Smith%2C+D
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14295v2
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Friedlander%2C+A
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Banta%2C+I
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Cline%2C+J+M
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Tucker-Smith%2C+D
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14295v2
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相变引⼒波的实验迹象

Searching For Gravitational Waves From Cosmological 
Phase Transitions With The NANOGrav 12.5-year dataset 
(The NANOGrav Collaboration) arXiv:2104.13930 .  

“We find that the data can be explained in terms of a 
strong first order phase transition taking place at 
temperatures below the electroweak scale.”
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相变引⼒波与希格斯物理

What is the shape of Higgs 
potential?

From current data, we know nothing but 
the quadratic oscillation around the 
VEV 246 GeV with 125 GeV mass.

 Produce a SFOPT, large deviation 
of Higgs trilinear coupling and GW

arXiv:1511.06495  Nima Arkani-Hamed et. al.;  
PreCDR of CEPC;              arXiv: 1811.10545    CDR of CEPC           

Xinmin Zhang Phys.Rev. D47 (1993) 3065-3067  
C. Grojean, G. Servant, J. Well PRD71(2005)036001 
D.J.H. Chung, A. J. Long, Lian-tao Wang Phys.Rev. D87(2013) 023509 
FPH, et.al, Phys.Rev.D94(2016)no.4,041702 , 
FPH, et.al, Phys.Rev.D93 (2016) no.10,103515

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.10545
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.10545


 

Correlate particle collider and GW signals: Double test on 
Higgs nature and baryogenesis from particle  to wave 

FPH, et.al, Phys.Rev.D94(2016)no.4,041702  
FPH, et.al, Phys.Rev.D93 (2016) no.10,103515

<latexit sha1_base64="J6nI8mJSgMkGED/5hY8gmrnlOoc=">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</latexit>

V (h) =
1

2
µ2h2 � �

4
h4 +

h6

⇤2



Consistent check in standard model effective  
field theory from EW observables to future  
lepton collider

Qing-Hong Cao, FPH, Ke-Pan Xie,  Xinmin Zhang, arXiv:1708.0473

SFOPT produces large 
modification  
of trilinear Higgs coupling

dominates the hZ cross section 
deviation  

<latexit sha1_base64="Wk27y7na31yYKaXxWYcnO8QEBRA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Ae0oWw2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmSTTHJo8kYnuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9XA4kBCOxjdzvz2E2gjEvWA4xT8mA2UiARnaKVOLwSJrD/slytu1Z2DrhIvJxWSo9Evf/XChGcxKOSSGdP13BT9CdMouIRpqZcZSBkfsQF0LVUsBuNP5vdO6ZlVQhol2pZCOld/T0xYbMw4DmxnzHBolr2Z+J/XzTC69idCpRmC4otFUSYpJnT2PA2FBo5ybAnjWthbKR8yzTjaiEo2BG/55VXSqlW9y2rt/qJSv8njKJITckrOiUeuSJ3ckQZpEk4keSav5M15dF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj8gfO5w8QmY/+</latexit>

�h
<latexit sha1_base64="K3WCizm+4AqqYBv8pSDlyrgGLS0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkmR6rHoxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj25nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbTSA+vX+qWyW3HnIKvEy0kZcjT6pa/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNhLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn81PnZJzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tieO1nQiUpcsUWi8JUEozJ7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTtCF4yy+vkla14tUq1fvLcv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwD1gY2X</latexit>c6

Taking a general study of the scalar extended models and the composite Higgs 
model as examples, we can see that the Higgs sextic scenario still works well after 
considering all the dim-6 operators and the precise measurements. 



Renormalizable realization of the from doublet model

Using Covariant Derivative Expansion method, the 
matched dim-6 operators and their coefficients in the 
doublet scalar models are obtained:
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相变引⼒波与宇宙正反物质不对称
性的起源

A long standing problem in  
particle cosmology is the 

origin of baryon asymmetry 
of the universe (BAU).

After the discovery of the 
Higgs boson by LHC and GW 
by aLIGO,  electroweak (EW) 
baryogenesis becomes a timely 

and testable scenario for 
explaining the BAU.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electroweak (EW) baryogenesis becomes a promising and testable mechanism at both

particle colliders and gravitational wave (GW) detectors to explain the observed baryon

asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), especially after the discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs

boson at the LHC [1, 2] and the first detection of GWs by Advanced LIGO [3]. The long-

standing puzzle of BAU in particle cosmology is quantified by the baryon-to-photon ratio

⌘B = nB/n� = 5.8�6.6⇥10�10 [4] at 95% confidence level (C.L.), which is determined from

the data of the cosmic microwave background radiation or the big bang nucleosynthesis. It is

well known that to generate the observed BAU, Sakharov’s three conditions (baryon number

violation, C and CP violation, and departure from thermal equilibrium or CPT violation) [5]

need to be satisfied, and various baryogenesis mechanisms have been proposed [6]. Among

them, EW baryogenesis [7–9] may potentially relate the nature of the Higgs boson and phase

transition GWs. An important ingredient for successful EW baryogenesis is the existence

of a strong first-order phase transition (SFOPT) which can achieve departure from thermal

equilibrium. The lattice simulation shows that the 125 GeV Higgs boson is too heavy

for an e�cient SFOPT [9], nevertheless, there exist already in the literature four types of

extensions of the standard model (SM) Higgs sector to produce a SFOPT [10]. Another

important ingredient is su�cient source of CP violation, which is too weak in the SM.

One needs to introduce a large enough CP violation, which also needs to escape the severe

constraints from the electric dipole moment (EDM) measurement.

Thus, in this work, we study the dynamic source of CP violation1, which depends on the

cosmological evolution of a scalar field. For example, this can be realized by the two-step

phase transition, where a su�cient CP violation and SFOPT can be satisfied simultaneously

to make the EW baryogenesis work. The studied scenario could explain the observed BAU

while satisfying all the constraints from EDM measurement and collider data.

As a well-studied example, the SM is extended with a real scalar field S and a dimension-

five operator yt
⌘

⇤SQ̄L�̃tR + H.c. to provide the SFOPT and su�cient CP violation for

EW baryogenesis, which was firstly proposed in Refs. [15, 16]. This dimension-five operator

actually appears in many composite models and this source of CP violation for BAU evolves

1 In recent years, inspiring works on the dynamical CP violation appeared in Refs. [11–14].

2

(CMB, BBN) 



 
SM technically 
 has all the three  
elements for 
baryogenesis ,  
(Baryon violation, 
 C and CP violation, 
 Departure from  
thermal equilibrium  
or CPT violation) 
but not  enough.

➢B violation from anomaly in B+L 
current. 

➢ CKM matrix, but too weak. 
➢ SFOPT with expanding Higgs 

bubble wall 
D. E. Morrissey and M. J. Ramsey-Musolf,  

New J. Phys. 14, 125003 (2012).

Electroweak baryogengesis



How to alleviate this tension for successful baryogenesis?

Large enough  
CP-violating source 

for successful  
EW baryogenesis 

pretty small  
CP-violation  

to avoid strong EDM  
constraints

Strong tension in most cases

Current electric dipole moment  (EDM) experiments put severe 
constraints on many baryogenesis models. For example, the ACME 
Collaboration’s new result, i.e. |de| < 1.1× 10−29 cm · e at 90% C.L. 
(Nature vol.562,357,18th Oct.2018) , has ruled out a large portion of the 
CP violation parameter space for many baryogenesis models. 

Dynamical CP violation for baryogengesis



Answer:     Dynamical CP-violating source

Large enough  
CP-violating source 
in the early universe 
for successful  
EW baryogenesis

Negligible   
CP-violating source 
at current time 
to avoid strong EDM  
constraints

Dynamical/cosmological evolve 

Alleviate by assuming the 
 CP-violating source is time dependent

Baldes, T. Konstandin and G. Servant, arXiv:1604.04526,,I. Baldes, T. Konstandin and G. Servant, JHEP 1612, 073 (2016) S. Bruggisser, T. 

Konstandin and G. Servant, JCAP 1711, no. 11, 034 (2017)

Effective field theory study: FPH, Zhuoni Qian, Mengchao Zhang,Phys.Rev. D98 
(2018) no.1, 015014 
  FPH,Chong Sheng Li, Phys. Rev. D 92, 075014 (2015) 
Renormalizble model:Complex 2HDM: Xiao Wang, FPH, Xinmin Zhang, arXiv: 
1909.02978 And work in progress with Eibun Senaha in an extended IDM model

Question:How to alleviate the tension for  
successful baryogenesis?



Taking the effective scenario as a representative example:

Firstly, a second-order phase transition happens, the scalar field S acquire a  
vacuum exception value (VEV) and the dim-5 operator generates a sizable 
CP-violating Yukawa coupling for successful baryogenesis.  

Secondly,  SFOPT occurs when vacuum transits from (0,<S>) to (<Φ>,0).   
   1. During the SFOPT,  detectable GW can be produced. 
   2. After the SFOPT, the VEV of S vanishes  at tree-level which avoids the 
strong EDM constraints,  and produces abundant collider phenomenology 
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More generally, we can assume that the top-quark Yukawa coupling depends on a scalar field

or its VEV, which changes during the cosmological evolution. For the phase transition case,

the CP -violating top-Yukawa coupling simply depends on the phase transition dynamics.

We take the n = 1 as a simple but representative example to show how it gives successful

baryogenesis and how it is detected with the interplay of collider experiments and gravita-

tional wave detectors. The corresponding e↵ective Lagrangian [15, 16, 38] can be written

as:

L = LSM � yt
⌘

⇤
SQ̄L�̃tR +H.c +

1

2
@µS@

µS +
1

2
µ2S2 � 1

4
�S4 � 1

2
S2(�†�). (2)

Based on this Lagrangian, we study the collider constraints, predictions, GW signals and

EDM constraints in detail. For simplicity, we choose the default values as a = b = 1, namely,

⌘ = 1+ i. We can, of course rescale ⌘ and ⇤ simultaneously to keep the e↵ective field theory

valid up to the interested energy scales. It is not necessary to consider the domain wall

problem here as shown in Refs. [15, 39]. The coe�cients µ2, �, and  are assumed to be

positive in this work. It worth noticing that we just use the same Lagrangian in Refs. [15, 16]

to realize the two-step phase transition and do not consider other possible operators, which

may make the two-step phase transition di�cult to realize. If we neglect the dimension-five

operator, there is a Z2 symmetry in the potential, which makes the two-step phase transition

more available.

For the above e↵ective Lagrangian, a second-order and first-order phase transition could

occur in orders. First, a second-order phase transition happens, the scalar field S acquires

a VEV, and the dimension-five operator generates a sizable CP -violating top-Yukawa cou-

pling, which provides the source of CP violation needed for BAU. Second, a SFOPT oc-

curs when the vacuum transits from (0, hSi) to (h�i, 0). After the two-step phase tran-

sition,3 the VEV of S vanishes at the tree level, which naturally avoids the electron and

neutron EDM constraints, and the dimension-five operator induces the interaction term

�mt

⇤ (aSt̄t + ibSt̄�5t), which produces abundant collider phenomenology at the LHC and

future lepton colliders, such as CEPC, ILC, and FCC-ee.

It is worth noticing that the dimension-five e↵ective operator yt
⌘

⇤SQ̄L�̃tR is present

as well in some NP models [51–53], especially many composite Higgs models [52, 53]. For

3 There are extensive studies on the two-step phase transition in the models of an extended Higgs sector

with singlet scalars as in Refs. [40–50].

5

The singlet and the dim-5 operator can come from many types composite Higgs 
model,  arXiv:0902.1483 , arXiv:1703.10624 ,arXiv:1704.08911,

the GW signals. The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we describe the

e↵ective model of the dynamical CP violation for successful baryogenesis. In Sec.III, we

discuss the dynamics of the phase transition in detail. In Sec.IV, size of the dynamical CP

violation and the BAU are estimated. In Sec.V, the constraints and predictions from the

EDM measurements and colliders are given. In Sec.VI, we investigate the GW signal and

its correlation to the collider signals. Finally, we conclude in Sec.VII.

II. COSMOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF THE YUKAWA COUPLING AND

BARYOGENESIS

Based on the fact that su�cient source of CP violation for successful baryogenesis are

typically severely constrained by EDM measurement, there is a possibility that the CP

violating coupling depends on the cosmological evolution history. During the early Universe,

there exists a large CP violation for successful baryogenesis. When the universe evolves to

the current time, the source of CP violation evolves to zero at tree level. In this work, we

study the CP -violating Yukawa coupling which evolves from a su�ciently large value to a

loop-suppressed small value at the current time, by assuming it depends on a dynamical

scalar field; i.e., the phase transition process can make the CP�violating Yukawa coupling

transit from a large value to zero at the tree level. A well-studied example is the CP -

violating top Yukawa coupling scenario as proposed in Refs. [15, 16]. Namely, there exist

extra terms to the SM top-quark Yukawa coupling which reads:

yt⌘
Sn

⇤n
Q̄L�̃tR + h.c. (1)

where yt =
p
2mt/v is the SM top-quark Yukawa coupling, ⌘ = a+ib is a complex parameter,

⇤ is the new physics (NP) scale, � is the SM Higgs doublet field, QL is the third-generation

SU(2)L quark doublet, tR is the right-handed top quark, and S is a real singlet scalar field

beyond the SM. During the phase transition process in the early universe, the scalar field S

acquires a VEV �, and then a sizable CP -violating top-Yukawa coupling can be obtained and

contribute to the EW baryogenesis for BAU. After the phase transition finishes, the VEV of

S vanishes and the Higgs field acquires a VEV v, meaning that the CP -violating top-quark

Yukawa coupling vanishes at the tree-level and evades the strong EDM constraints naturally.

4

arXiv:1804.06813,  Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.1, 015014  
(FPH, Zhuoni Qian, Mengchao Zhang)



The correlation between the future GW and collider signals
cerned scenario with the benchmark parameter sets. From Fig. 7, we can see that the GWs
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FIG. 7: The correlation between the GW spectrum and the associated collider signals for the
benchmark sets with  = 2 and ⇤ = 1 TeV. The colored regions depict the expected sensitivities
from the future GW experiments LISA, BBO and U-DECIGO, respectively. The black line repre-
sents the phase transition GW spectrum for the benchmark sets at mS = 115 GeV, which is related
to the detectable lepton collider signal with a cross section �(SZ) = 13.6 fb at CEPC . The green
line represents the case for another benchmark set at mS = 135 GeV.

produced in this EW baryogenesis scenario can be detected marginally by LISA, BBO and

certainly by U-DECIGO. We also show the corresponding CEPC cross sections as a double

test on this scenario, and vice versa. For example taking benchmark set I, the GW spectrum

is represented by the black line in Fig. 7, which can be detected by LISA and U-DECIGO.

The black line also corresponds to 0.9339�SM(HZ) of the HZ cross section for e+e� ! HZ

process and 115 GeV recoil mass with 13.6 fb cross section for the e+e� ! SZ process at

CEPC, which has a 5� discovery potential with 5 ab�1 luminosity at CEPC. Other lepton

colliders are similarly capable to detect this collider signals, such as ILC and FCC-ee. The

observation of GWs with several mHz peak frequency at LISA and the observation of the 115

GeV recoil mass at CEPC are related by this EW baryogenesis scenario. We can see that

the future lepton collider and GW detecter make a double test on the scenario [100–103].

VII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the collider search and GW detection of the EW baryogenesis scenario

with a dynamical source of CP violation realized by a two-step phase transition. The VEV

of a new scalar field hSi evolves with the two-step phase transition, and provides both the

20

For example taking benchmark set I, the GW spectrum is represented by the black line, which can be detected by LISA and U-DECIGO. The black line 

also corresponds to 0.9339σSM(HZ) of the HZ cross section for e+e− → HZ process and 115 GeV recoil mass with 13.6 fb cross section for the e+e− → SZ 

process, which has a 5σ discovery potential with 5 ab−1 luminosity at CEPC.  
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相变引⼒波与新的暗物质产⽣机制

➢New dark matter (DM) production scenario filtered by  
the bubbles of the SFOPT in the early universe

The cosmic phase transition with Q-balls production can 
explain baryogenesis and DM simultaneously, where 
constraints on DM mass and reverse dilution are significantly 
relaxed. We study how to probe this scenario by GW signals 
and collider signals at QCD NLO. 
FPH, Chong Sheng Li, Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.9, 095028 

Many mechanisms to simultaneously solve the baryogenesis and DM puzzles usually 
have two strong constraints. 
B. Shuve, C. Tamarit, JHEP 1710 (2017) 122



SFOPT naturally correlates DM, baryogenesis, particle 
collider and GW signals.
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And with the bubble expansion, the symmetric phase eventually shrinks to very small size 
objects and become the so-called Q-balls as DM candidates. 

Q-ball DM



Final conditions to produce the observed baryon asymmetry and 
DM density:  FPH, C.S. Li, Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.9, 09502 

!DM ! mQnQ; "9#

where the current DM mass density !DM !
1!10!6GeV·cm!3. To obtain the Q-ball mass mQ, it
is necessary to minimize the following Q-ball energy2:

E"R# ! "Q
R

$ 4"
3
R3U0; "10#

whereU0 ! #S$4=4. And byminimizing Eq. (10), the Q-ball
mass can be written as [5]

mQ ! 4
!!!
2

p
"

3
Q3=4U1=4

0 : "11#

The stability of the Q-balls needs mQ < Qk1$. Since the
nonthermal decays of the heavy particles give n% ! n%% !
nB, one can see that

nQQ
s

! 2
nB
s

! 2&B; "12#

where &B " 10!10. From Eqs. (9) and (12), we obtain

Q
mQ

""""
t0

! 2&Bs0
!DM

; "13#

where the t0 and s0 represent the present value and the current
entropy density s0 ! 3000 cm!3. Thus, it is necessary to
calculate the number density of Q-balls and the typical Q-ball
charge at T%, which can be obtained by estimating the volume
V% from which % particles are collected into a single Q-ball.
Based on the fact that the Q-ball volume is the same order as
the volume of the remnant of the symmetry unbroken phase,
the radius R% of the remnant can be estimated by requiring
R3
%!"T# R%

vb
" 1 for the bubble expansion with velocity vb [5].

In other words, R% " " vb
!"T##

1
4. Thus, the Q-ball volume is

approximatelyV% ! 4"
3 R

3
%, and the number density ofQ-balls

nQ ! V!1
% at T% when the phase transition terminates. From

Eq. (11), we can calculate the Q-ball mass.
To clearly see the constraints, we need to know the phase

transition dynamics from the previous results. It is neces-
sary to start with the calculation of the bubble nucleation
rate per unit volume ! ! !0"T#e!SE"T# and !0"T# # T4

[14]. The Euclidean action SE"T#! S3"T#=T [15,16], and
then ! ! !0e!S3=T [14], where

S3"T# !
Z

d3x
#
1

2
""S#2 $ Veff"S; T#

$
: "14#

From Eq. (6), the analytic result of S3=T can be obtained
[17,18] as

S3
T

$
13.72 ! 144"2

e2

%
!'2S $ cT2

2T2

&3
2

f
#
!'2S $ cT2

2T2

144"2#S
e2

$

"15#

without assuming the thin wall approximation. Here,
f"x# ! 1$ x

4 &1$
2.4
1!x $

0.26
"1!x#2'. And the FOPT termination

temperature is determined by

S3"T%#=T% ! 4 ln"T%=100 GeV# $ 137; "16#

which means the nucleation probability of one bubble per
one horizon volume becomes order 1. This explains why
we can estimate the Q-ball volume V% when the phase
transition terminates in the above discussions.
Combing the above results, the conditions for the

observed BAU and DM density give

!4DMv
3=4
b ! 73.5"2&Bs0#3#S$4!3=4: "17#

This equation can give explicit constraints on the model
parameters, since !"T%# is determined by the phase
transition dynamics that can be calculated from the original
Lagrangian. As for the bubble wall velocity vb, in principle,
it is also depends on the phase transition dynamics.
However, we just take vb ! 0.3 as the default bubble wall
velocity for simplicity. For Eq. (17) to satisfy the current
DM density, the BAU, and the condition for strong FOPT,
the critical temperature Tc is numerically around several
TeV, or roughly 1 TeV < Tc < 20 TeV. And k1 is about
O"4# from Eqs. (5) and (17). We list some benchmark
points in Table I.
Here, there is a strong FOPT at several TeV scale, which

produces sizable phase transition GWs. We consider three
phase transition GW sources: the well-known bubble
collisions [19], the turbulence in the fluid, where a certain
fraction of the bubble wall energy is converted into
turbulence [20,21], and the new source of sound waves
[22]. There are usually four parameters that determine the
phase transition GW spectrum, namely, vb, #i, (, and

)
H%
.

The bubble wall velocity vb and the energy efficiency factor
#i (i ! co, tu, sw) are not easy to be obtained directly from
the Lagrangian, and we just choose some default value or

TABLE I. The benchmark sets after considering the combined
constraints for producing the observed DM density and BAUwith
vb ! 0.3.

Benchmark sets #S e c Tc [TeV] $
TC

I 0.008 0.754 1 15.9 5
II 0.0016 0.151 1 6.6 5

2Here, we omit the surface energy of the Q-balls since the
surface energy is much smaller compared to E(R) [9].

FA PENG HUANG and CHONG SHENG LI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 095028 (2017)

095028-4

Extension work for the gauged Q-balls is working in progress with Prof. P. Ko



The predicted GW spectrum for benchmark points with vb = 0.3.  Figure(a), (b), (c) 
represents the GW spectrum from bubble collision, sound waves and turbulence, 
respectively, which may be detected by future LIGO-like experiments, Einstein telescope or 
cosmic explorer. 
 



In the recent two years, this dynamical DM formed by 
phase transition has became a new idea and attracted 
more and more attentions.  
Namely, bubbles in SFOPT can be the “filters” to packet 
your needed heavy DM. 

arXiv:1912.04238, Dongjin Chway, Tae Hyun Jung, Chang Sub Shin 
arXiv:1912.02830, Michael J. Baker, Joachim Kopp,and Andrew J. Long 
arXiv:2012.15113, Wei Chao, Xiu-Fei Li, Lei Wang
arXiv:2101.05721, Aleksandr Azatov, Miguel Vanvlasselaer, Wen Yin
arXiv:2103.09827,  Pouya Asadi , Eric David Kramer, Eric Kuflik, Gregory W. Ridgway, Tracy R. Slatyer, Juri 
Smirnov
arXiv:2103.09822,  Pouya Asadi , Eric David Kramer, Eric Kuflik, Gregory W. Ridgway, Tracy R. Slatyer, Juri 
Smirnov
arXiv:2008.04430 Jeong-Pyong Hong，Sunghoon Jung, Ke-pan Xie

FPH, Chong Sheng Li, Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.9, 095028 
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相变引⼒波与暗物质探测

➢The observation of GW by LIGO has initiated a new era 
of exploring DM by GW. 

➢ DM can trigger a SFOPT in the early universe,          
which can leads to detectable GW signals.

Hearing the signal of dark sectors with gravitational wave detectors  
J.Jaeckel, V. V. Khoze, M. Spannowsky, Phys.Rev. D94 (2016) no.10, 103519  

Yan Wang, Chong Sheng Li, and FPH,    arXiv:2012.03920 
FPH, Eibun Senaha         Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) no.3, 03501 
FPH                                  PoS ICHEP2018 (2019) 397 
FPH, Chong Sheng Li      Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.9, 095028 
FPH, Jiang-Hao Yu          Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.9, 095022  
FPH, Xinmin Zhang,        Phys.Lett. B788 (2019) 288-29



provide natural 
 DM candidate  

produce SFOPT and phase transition 
GW

for the mixed singlet-triplet model. To obtain the required
relic abundance, the mixing angle sin ! needs to satisfy

sin ! !
m"

540 GeV
!doublet"; !17"

sin ! !
m"

2000 GeV
!triplet"; !18"

which could be deduced from Refs. [42,43]. Note that this
simple relation is only valid near the blind spot region. In
the interested mass region (mW < m" < 300 GeV), the
well-tempered DM is favored. Therefore, we could choose
the benchmark points by acquiring #h"" is close to zero
(blind spots) and sin ! is determined by the above Eq. (18).
Using these two conditions, we could obtain correct relic
abundance, while escaping the DM direct detection con-
straints and obtaining a strong FOPTwith detectable GWs.

A. The mixed singlet-doublet model

The MSDM contains a singlet S with hypercharge
Y # 0, and a doublet with hypercharge Y # 1=2. The tree
level potential in the MSDM is

V0#
1

2
M2

SS
2$M2

DH
†
2H2$

1

2
#SS2j!j2$#3!†!H†

2H2

$#4j!†H2j2$
#5
2
%!!†H2"2$H:c:&$A%S!H†

2$H:c:&:

Here, we omit all interactions involving only S and H2 and
the kinetic terms. The mixed mass matrices are

M2
neutral #

!
M̃2

S Av

Av M̃2
D

"
; !19"

where M̃2
S # M2

S $ 1
2 v

2#S and M̃2
D # M2

D $ 1
2 v

2#345. The
two eigenvalues of the mass-squared matrix are

1

2
%M̃2

S $ M̃2
D '

###########################################
!M̃2

S " M̃2
D"2 $ 4v2A2

q
&; !20"

with the smaller eigenvalue corresponding to DM mass
square

m2
" #

1

2

h
M̃2

S $ M̃2
D "

###########################################
!M̃2

S " M̃2
D"2 $ 4v2A2

q i
: !21"

The mixing angle is

tan 2! # 2Av
M̃2

S " M̃2
D
: !22"

The coupling between the Higgs boson and DM is

ah"" #
1

2
v!#S $ #345"

"
2vA2 $ 1

2 v!M̃
2
S " M̃2

D"!#S " #345"###########################################
!M̃2

S " M̃2
D"2 $ 4v2A2
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and the coupling between the Higgs boson and the singlet
scalar is

ahss #
1

2
v!#S $ #345"

$
2vA2 $ 1

2 v!M̃
2
S " M̃2

D"!#S " #345"###########################################
!M̃2

S " M̃2
D"2 $ 4v2A2

q : !24"

In the DM favored parameter spaces (small #h"" ,
sin ! #m"=540 GeV, and mW < m" < 300 GeV), a strong
FOPT can be induced due to the fact that the strong FOPT
can occur in the IDM and the mixing with an inert singlet
can enhance the FOPT. The mixing term A%S!D† $ H:c:&
does not significantly change the phase transition property
except for the change of the eigenvalues of the masses. The
strong FOPT can be easily realized if #3 and #hss are order
one which are allowed by the above DM constraints.
We take one set of benchmark points #3 # 3.006,

#4 # "1.5, #5 # "1.5, #S # 4.006, A # 91 GeV, and
MD#MS#117.5GeV. Then, we have m"# 100.6 GeV,
#h"" # 0.0009, and #hss # 2.005. The corresponding GW
spectra are shown in Fig. 2. This set of benchmark points
can evade the constraints from DM direct experiments, give
the correct relic density and produce detectable GW signals
by LISA, BBO, DECIGO, and U-DECIGO. We estimate
the deviation of the hZ cross section $hZ at one-loop level

FIG. 2. The phase transition GW spectra h2"GW in the MSDM.
The colored regions represent the expected sensitivities of GW
interferometers U-DECIGO, DECIGO, BBO, and LISA, respec-
tively. The black line depicts the combined GW spectra in the
MSDM and the corresponding DM coupling for the set of
benchmark points. The dashed cyan, brown, and orange line
represents the contribution from sound wave, turbulence, and
bubble collision, respectively.

EXPLORING INERT DARK MATTER BLIND SPOTS WITH … PHYS. REV. D 98, 095022 (2018)

095022-7

mixed singlet-doublet model 

Inert Doublet Models

FPH,  Jiang-hao Yu, Phy. Rev. D 98, 095022 (2018) 
Yan Wang, Chong Sheng Li, FPH,  arXiv: 2012.03920 

mixed singlet-triplet model
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GW in the mixed singlet-doublet model  

FPH,  Jiang-hao Yu, Phy. Rev. D 98, 095022 (2018) 
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相变引⼒波探测其它新物理和
早期宇宙过程

➢Phase transition GW can provide a unique way to probe 
many important physics processes: inflation, PQ-
symmetry breaking, neutrino physics, axion physics, extra 
dimension, primordial magnetic field, cosmic defects…

Yuefeng Di, et. al., arXiv: 2012.15625  
Haipeng An,et.al. arXiv:2009.12381 
FPH, Xinmin Zhang, Phys.Lett. B788 (2019) 288-29, 
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Ligong Bian， arxiv:1907.13589 
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Schematic phase transition GW spectra for SKA-like and  
LISA-like experiments to explore DM and baryogenesis  
FPH, Xinmin Zhang, Physics Letters B 788 (2019) 288-294  

More general cases
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总结与展望

➢从理论⾓度相变引⼒波能给提供探索Higgs、TeV新物
理、暗物质、宇宙正反物质不对称性的起源等新的⽅法. 

➢ 从实验⾓度国际国内空间引⼒波实验的快速推进，使这
些研究有实验验证. 

感谢您的参加！
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“Our results emphasize LISA’s importance for exploring the early  
Universe and BSM physics, as well as the Mission’s complementarity  
with other experimental efforts.”
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FPH, Xinmin Zhang, Physics Letters B 788 (2019) 288-294 

天琴探测相变引⼒波的优势频段


